Country: Luzon, P. I. (BAAC)
Locality: Abra.
People: Tinguian

Name: Woman's spinning outfit.
      Shallow basket — Bandika
      Leaf wrapped about the cotton—proyod.
      Bamboo stick, attached to leaf holder—tokedan.
      Spindle — ti-ti-ti-bowan
      Basket is decorated with black bamboo

Collection: R. F. Cummings Expedition,
            (F. C. Cole, 1907-8).

Notes: See over.
Basket holds cotton & outfit. A bit of thread is twisted, with the fingers, from the lower end of the cotton. This is attached to spindle just above the disk. Operator holds stick in left hand, set in the ground, with right hand rubs spindle rapidly against naked thigh, then allows it to spin on a stone or piece of slate. As it spins it twists out new thread, arm of operator raises up as thread is made. When spindle stops, new thread is wound up, above the disk, and process repeated.